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Ballot l~ues 2 arict.:3: ·

Students face· choice between
·.financiaJiaidand tax repeal
.BY JERRY ELLIG · . .

. education. ·''Increased taxes. arc $9. 3 million, about 2 5 percent of ·disagree that the impact on higher
:diStastcful," _Xavier President Rev.
that university's state subsidy.
education will be as great as op· Ohio students voting on State Ch:ulcs·Curric., S.J., said, ''but we
A student lobbying group, the ponents claim. Ken Blackwell, who is
Issues 2 and 3. ori November 8 will
convinced that unmet cduca- Ohio Coalition of Independent both director of community relations
face a choice .. bctwcc:n · increased tional needs arc even more Students (OCIS) is also active in op- atXavier and county chairperson of
financial aid and rcpca! of an increase distasteful.,-,.
posing Issue 3. According to Stop Excessive Taxatien, the tax·
By Xavier's projections, Fr. Currie chairpocrsonJim Rossman of Kenyon payers' group sponsoring the amendin state income taxes.
State Issue 3 repeals all changes in stated, passage of Issue 3 would College, the group is conducting a ments, conten~ed that opponents are
Ohio tax laws made bctwcenJanuary "cause a minimum loss· of over voter registration drive on college arguing a "worst-case scenario." "If
l, 1983 andJune 30, 1984. Issue 2 re~
$'400,000 to· about· 1000 Xavier campuses and plans a voter informa-. you assume the state legislature is goquires a three"fifths majority vote of .students."
tion and absentee. ballot campaign ing to do nothing at all during the
_.:..The university would be particularlater this month .. ' 'We have contacts· almost eights months between eleceach house· of the Ohio legislature to
approve any . tax increases in the ly af(ected by the removal of Student at 16 calllpuses in this, our first year of tion day· and June 30, 1984, then
future. Both -aD'l~.ndm.ents to_, the .. Chqice Grarits<because up to 400 of eicisteni:e,'' he said, "and we hope to their worries might have some
Ohio consdt:ution· are aiµied primari- X:U's .incqming. freshmen ·e'ach year . double that number by the end of the merit," he said.
ly at voiding the approximately 90 are'from.Ohio; .
.
year."
.
.. . .
percent Ohio s!ate income tax in~
OCIS heavily .emphasizes the
Blackwell suggested that higher
crease.enacted lastJanuaiy.
- Dr. Henry Winkler of the Univer-. financial aid aspect of Issue 3. In a education could also be harined if
Critics 'have pointc:d out that Issuf · sity.. of Cfodnna~i.- Sr: Jean Patrice . letter sent oui: last moo th to its camIssue 3 is defeated because industry
l will also repeal<inereased funding- Harrington, S.C., qf the College of pus contacts, ·the group made. no would leave Ohio for lower-tax states .
. for Ohip lnstructiO,nal;Grants and 'the .· Mt;• St:Jciseph;•FredrickR Schliffim: .··· meritiori .. of.the fact that the amena- . l_n a guest coluf!1n, in the Cincinnati'·.· '
··,:;: rie~!Y:~cr~~t-~~ ~-~M~~,(~.~~l~f H~Ns':< ,.o(C::i~~.irj:n'~ti::1~~p'nie~l,:~~!iege;~~~::· : e~~"!l;ou · ~~~P.~-~l ~hej~~j~c.~~-~~,· : EnqU..ite,r Scpt¢i;nbcr :2~;. he .poi~te~L .
, . which . · stamng:;.-w1tfr.,-.ncxt.";.:;)'.ear's r:;:;«Drt:C·i· · ··~'r.-,;;;;;Pearson'i'. '-of~'<'Mt ·
i!ll!;.of.,.thC':311lemtirientrr;:\Q&l~:tbatth~.;Qh10,J>,u.bhi::Expend1tu~£_'~~·
Edltor·ln-chlet '

arc

~,, ''?ri~5iiffilirt:'t:1a55~·~·r.r~~Ia~1~ii!iti~a~i~>'i~t~~U'~ .. . iiif;r'me1l~fiif;:;i1ii';~iiit .. '. ·. .-~1t ·' . . -~cflm;'ihf'~ftre"e:xi~1~1~·~;{~~!l~ili': £·ao:ii;~;;·~nis~n 'i:ax::re:search"'··
Ohio students !teni:liiig 1 priv~te in-·. ·:coriscquc&c~s'..~'rh: their' i'tlstitutioris{''.<'stua~fi~r~-aa:er~iinan;·p¢1s·s COO· ~org~n:i~kl:ion, ra~ked Ohio tenth in
stitutions of higher education in . Pearson stated/~'.l'.m not here to take
Ohio: · · ' · · ...,.. .
. . · '·;sides ()il_ the i~come tax issues or to
Presidents of.five 'Greater Cincin-. · • advocate a particul~r taxing strategy
nati, colleges and. universities held a for the stat~ of Ohio.'' but to warn of
.. press conference in the Terrace Room
the impafrof an income tax repeal.
Tuesday morning tci explain what
He said. .Ohio Board of Regents .
they see as the effects of the. passage . estimates. show that passage of Issue 3 .
of State Issues fand. 3 .on higher .. would .r~duce. Miami's funding by

.tactpn.'this:campus';·r~~arked, "I'm
please~ that they. provided us with
information to let us_ know how
students. are.. ~Cing affected by Issues
2 and 3, but· I'm displeased they
didn't. prpvide us with the entire
picture.'' ..· ·.
.
J>~oponents

the natfon in comoined per capit.a
state a.nd !~al taxes as a result of this
·year's tax mcreas~.
''It bec~~es difficult for studen~s
. to pay tumon whe~ they or. th.eir
. parents don't have J~bs..'' h~ said.
''You .can't look at this issue m nar-.
row, s~mple terms."

·Xavier considers
new alcohol policy
f<>r ·. studen·t· events
BY JIM ~BT
· New1 Reporter

Student leaders and Dr. Arthur
Shriberg, vice. president of student
development, are discussing regulations for the amount of beer consumed on Xavier's campus.

A new policy has .not yet been instated. Shriberg plans to suggest
·. various regulations for student events
co moderate the use of beer on campus rather than outlaw it. He also
proposes some typ·e of transporta.tion
system to transport students safely
home after parties and dances. _

· Current policy states no re~l limitaPolicies being: considered are
. " · tion,. according to Shriberg. For exlimiting the number ofbeers a perarnple;:a:ticke(to a Xavier event may
son may buy, raising the price of
· iridude· a'dmission ·and· two free
beer, or not giving ti_ckets with the
beverage rickets for pop or beer.
Subsequenqirinks may be purchased .. price of admission.
three for $1.00. A student can conBill Lucci, director of student acsume five beers for just $1.00 and the
tivities, said a new policy would pro'price ofan admi~sion ticket~
·
· ·shriberg stated that recendy ''.the bably encompass· a combination of
price of a draf't. be.er was cheaper than · two or more of this type,of~~peas. He
the price of a cao ofpop, which also referred to the"extrcinety low
. almost encouraged Elcople to drink price of beer on campus,' a principle
he believes Xavier "."!II have to change.
beer."

Update

Sunday, October 9

Thursdav, October 6

We,dnesdav, October 12

FAMILY DAY
Parents Club breakfast in the Dolly Cohen Room of ·
the O'Connor Sports Center, 12:15. p.m.
Band/Singers Concert in· the University· Center
Theatre, 4:30 p.m.

COLLEGE REPUB£iCANS
Xavier's College Republican club will hold an
organiiational meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the
Regis Room of the University Center. The agenda includes discussion of a new constitution, election of new
offi.cers and of other projects for the semester.

CALENDAR CLIPS
WGNN area coordinators meeting, 9:00 a.m., Terrace Room, University Center.
·
.·
Calligraphy exhibit by Margaret Ahearn, Emery
Gallery, Edgecliff," 1:00 p.m., free admission, open to
the public.

CATECHUMENATE-INQUIRY CLASS
A pre-catechumenate inquiry class is scheduled to
begin tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Bellarmine Chapel. This
class is open to all. For more information, call Rosemary
Conrad at 745-3317.

~

TALENT SHOW .
.Earth bread will be conducting auditions for the Food
Week talent show tonight from 6:00-8:00 p.m. in the
OKI Room. Boch faculty and student acts are needed.

·Monday, October·1·0

CALENDAR CLIPS
Career Planning and Placement, ''Careers in Accounting", 5:30-7:30 p.m., Terrace Room.
Amnesty International - 3:30 p.m., Dorothy Day
House.
0
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CALENDAR CLIPS .
Career Planning and Placement Self-Assessment
workshop, Fordham Room, 5:30 p,m.
Career Planning and Placement, ''Careers in Theatre
and Tdevision," 1: 30-3: 30 ·p: m. , Terrace Room.
Soccer- vs. Dayton, home, 7:00 p.m.
Accounting Society meeting, OKIRoom, 1:00 p.m.
French Club meeting, Fordham Room, 4:00 p.m.
Xavier Lecture _Series: ... Our Next Century on Earth
and in Space,". by Dr. Gerald O'Neill, University
Center Theatre, 8:00 p.m.
Volleyball- vs. Wright State, home, 7:30 p.m.

EARTHBREAD
.
Earthbread has· changed its weekly meeting date to
Mondays at 1:30 p.m. Meetings will be held at the
Dorothy Day House.

CALENDAR CLIPS
Community Orchestra Rehearsal, Theatre, 7:00 p.m.
Career Planning and Placement Self-Assessment
wor~shop, Fordham Room, 1:30 p.m.
.

l!?~!~~y, O~tober 13

Tuesday, October 11

Fridav, October 7

HELEN Hl.J6SON
·
Singer/songwriter Helen Hudson will be appearing
in the Musketeer Inn, 8:00 p.m. Sponsored by SAC.
MOCK INTERVIEW
Career Planning and Placement will be videotaping
mock interviews at 1:30 p.m. in the Fordham'Room.

·ST. VINCENT DE PAU'C
.
St. Vincent De Paul will meet at 2:30 p.m. ·on·Oc- ·
cober 12 at the Dorothy Day House before leaving for
the Prince· of Peace Church, where the group will
prepare a meal for the members of th~ inrier City community. All volunteers are welcome to participate. For
more info~mation, contact Maura Gormley at
. 351-6349.

Marketing Club meeting, Terrace Room, 7:30 p.m.
CALENDAR CLIPS
Theta Phi Alpha flowei: sale, University Center
. lobby.
.
. .· .
.
- .
Career Planning and PJacem,ent Interview Skills
workshop, Regis Room, 1:30 p.m.
French Club meeting, Fordham·Room, 6:.30 p.m.
Bellarmine religious education, OKI Room, 6:30 ·
· Volleyball- vs . OhioNonhern, home, 7:00 p:m .
p.m.·
.
.
. ..
. .· . Amnesty .. lnternation_al.. ~eeting; Dorothy Day:
French Club meeting, 4:00 p.m., Fordham Room .. ,,; · House; 3:30 p.m: ·
· ·
. , ..
·
.

·-

..:

··.!· .:

~

"( ". ::'· . __ ·..:_ ... ; '·

·~ :>·',_:~',-.'·'.· ;,~~:~~..

Saturdav, October 8

MIDNIGHT MAS~ ·
Sophomore Class and Campus Ministry are sponsoring a midnight Mass. Mass will commence at the arches
of Alter Hall and proceed to Bellarmine Chapel. There
will be special features including miming, slides,
Spanish songs, and modern music.

CBiQQ CR{wtgMmg ·· ·

:;·~

·> .. ,

' ..

·~

*Featuring :Chili, Double Decker·s and Cheeseburgers
·. #1 Restaurant in Norwood
. . 4633MONTGOMERY ROAD
.·
· .· · .. 1 :Block-from Surrey Square ·
HOURS: Monday-Saturday, 6 a..m.-10 p.m.
·
·
·Sunday, 9 a;m .. - 7. p.m. ·
. . . . . ... · For Carry.Out caH·731·1109 . .
..
--~------------------~-----~-------------~~--· With this co1,Jpon, ·
Singer/songwriter Helen' Hu.dson
will perform In the grill Friday
night at 8:00 p.m ..

·•· Buy.~a·Dou.bl.e'DEJQker .
Ham·
and
Cheese
·sandwich·
.
."for o.nly ·: '.' ..

.·99¢··.

_Cincy•s Premie.. r Bar.
This weekend

"Broom Straw'''.

..
"The· Roger Naylor colnedY Revue"
Botti Shows.. Both. Nights,

1207 MAIN STREET'

...; ;

Out

871-3340

':J

~:-?·~

Dine.
In

Low Price Auto In5urance ·

111.""· .
tJ) (\J

. . ·;

·Ca·rry

FAMILY DAY
XU Soccer vs. Alumni - 2:00 p.m.
Mass with Rev. Charles Currie, S.J., Bellarmine
Chapel, 5:00 p.m.
Cocktails in the Terrace Room, University Center,
6:00p.m.
·
Dinner in the Main Dining Room, University Center,
7:00 p.m.
XU Band and Singers Concert - Theatre, University
Center, 8:00 p.m.
·
.
Casino and Dance wit~ Pete Wagner - O'Connor
Sports Center, 8:30 p.m.

IT PAYS TO ASK QUESTIONS!

·:::.. ·· . . .

AUNT-NtAUDIE'S·'

241-6362

···Expires 10/13183

•Orga11i.~t~~al M~iOg
· ·YearbOOkStaff ·
..

Meet.the publisher•
· Meet the adviser·· · .
· Meet the edifor .

, Monday -Oct.; 10, ·19.ea
•.. 1 ·p~m~ .:~ .OK.l~Rq0111:

.....

~·
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Operation Outreach to
educate community
''

.BV MIKE ~usi~MAN
News Reporter

Xavier's College of Continuing
Education and the Lower Price Hill
Appalachian Center collaborated this
semester to establish· "Operarion
Kelly
Cooney
Outreach", an educational p~ojecr in
Lower Price Hill.
This program is open to adults of
the .Lower Price Hill area who have a
, GED (high school cquivalcncy test)
and are willing to become. full time
students. Currently there arc twelve
people, mostly women, in the program. One of the idel!.S for setting up
the program was to reach people who
have Appalachian backgrounds.
B\' SUE MONING
both. dormies and commuters.''
cry ·to be truly reflective of lhe stuThus far the program has been sucManaging Editor
dent needs." Noschang, freshman
.Tony Bramer, election board
cessful in' getting to its targeted
No~ that the Student Govem.nient Vice President· ·Dan Thomas, and chairperson, commented that "there
students.
representatives Mary Kelly and
was an average turnout for fall elecAssociation elections are over, the
The purpose of the program is to
tions, even though it was less than we
newly elected frehrilan pr!;sident and
<;:arole Cooney met this. past Tuesday
gi.ve people the opportunity to obtain
vice ·president, representatives, and . to begin organizing and brainstorm: · had hoped for.". 495 students cast
ing for ideas· fqr the coming year.
ballots last Wednesday; Thursday
members of ·Student senate have· set
According to Cooney, the new ofabout "faying a fo~ndation to build
and. Friday. 2 31 Vf>ters were
freshmen ...
ficers "want to be available to ·hear
on for the rest of the year,'' according
Bramer feels the tumou't was lower
everybody's ideas, organize activities,·
to Rob Nos~hang, freshman
and keep the lines of communication
than expected "because of a lack of
. P.resident.
·
open." She has set personal goals
visible campaigning.'' He note~ that
' ''One of the first things·we have to
toward "reaching out to -; all the 'spring elections a.re expect~d to be
do is get acquainted with how the
~ighly competitive.
Association w9rks," ·he said, "then . freshman outside Brockman Hall,

Newl.y ·elected. SGA Officers

making plans for coming }'ear

a liberal am education away from rhe
larger campus ...The program. ge1s
people ready for college by filling in
the gap bet.ween the GED and a
typical high school dipl~ma.
Students take 37 hours of coursesover three semesters. SinGc there arc
only 12 s,tudents, there is a low student to teacher ratio. "The L'urriculum is geared for the student obtaining an associate degree," said
Robert Helmes, dean of the College
of Continuing Education. "\Xie: arc
hoping that this.will instill a thirst for
learning and that many will go
beyond the associate degree."
The classes arc held at the Sama
Maria Institute (formerly S1.
Micha~l's). The teachers are members
of the faculty at XU and, according
to Helmes, "They arc enthusiastic
about the program."

Plagiarism at XU: are
t~ere· consequences?
B\' TIM SASSEN

. a

.:-~n•~•·

B\' SUE MONING

.

ln addition to freshman
president ·and vice presi-

~·~~.
~MAll!PDll~- r·

Xavier University has no policy
the p e n· a·I t i es fo r
dent, and representatives,
plagiilrism, according to Dr. Charles
..eight seats on the student
Cusick, dean of the College of Arts
'~ ...· seaafrlw.«~Milled .. with-Ja(t.-/'-'l .~'and Scienees
.
.

·

.-----· -~

''4':1-1ftM.-9Qh.''~' ..

senators are:

1111-lllll-11-t:RS·UPA·Sft\\\\\\\'\a
·ESL IEV/EW·llTRGDUmDll 1"\l'I·~\\\\\\

.· d .·..

Noreen Sullivan
new senator

Ken Kiley

-. . I
' PIUl.l'J.~
..·. .. . .

Todd Brennan
re-elected

.lt1AG~~:..
.,

.

FREE INTRODUCTORY SESSION: ·.

.

new senator
·l

.:

. J()hn Daley
.. ,' new senator

. Kerry Ahearn
~ppointed last spring; .
elected to fu11 term.

. ··

I

Thursday·october 8, 1983
· at 6:QO ·p.m. . · · · ·

. Joe. Coughlan
new senator

John l;lelbling

Classes on Tuesday evenings

, . appoiiited last spring;
elected. to full term.
.·

....·EDlJCATiONAL••
.-CENTER·· . ·.

. .

· .Tes+ PREPARATION sl>eciAl.1srs 's1NCE 1s_3a
. · :(s13) a21-22sa
·Come Visit Our Cer:-ter_
· · "'7719 Reading Road-- ·
· ·. Cincinnati;
Oblo
45237
-. .
'
,-

. ,.·

'

''

the
individu'al fatuity member handles it
alone," Cusick noted. Relative to.
other universities of larger size, the
problem at Xavier is minute
there is no· general policy for
discipline, he explained.

But the notion that the problem at
·XU is minor is· not shared by all.
From the English department, Dr.
Norman Finkelstein stated, "It
(plagiarism] is a problem. I have had,
personally, on the .average cif two or
three. cases of plagiarism a year..'.'

Marc Legris

•-.~···:'

-

•

appointed_ last spring;
elected tc> full term.

··Comprehension from 2 to·? times··.:

,o u ti i n i n g

·. ·:;·~~~k';,;3;y~:i~~ti~Wr~'YEi~~~~l·;:y ··.·:··:·.."When
,,~,Y~ffF'r;~~::J
'the instance appears,

.~~l·IDE~ECFM&&'k\ft\_ ·

Improve "votir Reading Spe~d ~nc(

. · News Reporter

.Earn·
E~tra Money

Become an independent
dealerselling '
ingenious art posters
' ·•Send $2.50 for'catalog
and information to: · ··

Castle··Art~
P.O.· Box 587A .

Altanl.~nt, NY 120()9

To the faculty members who come
into direct contact with these cases,
.the problem is more cvid'enr: Further, some professors said, the instances of note are only those which
are detected - ocher offenders get
away free of punishment.
·. There is an "art" .to plagiarizirig.
· Some papers require careful inspcC'
ti on to pinpoint plagiarism. actor. ding to Rev'. John LaRocca, SJ.,
associate chairman of the. history
department. "If it's done imelligencly, it can ·be very · tough to spot.
Wh.en dealing with ·research papers,
1here's a lot of literature ou1. Usually, people aren't clever enough to
hide their attempt to plagiarize .
Created references arc clever. But I
check randomly to sec about
publications.'' ·
Spotting another's. ideas in a personal piece of writing can be difficult, but according w Finkelstein,
suspicion arise~ "if there .is •. such a
discrep,ancy between lhe style of a
writer and the paper itself. I try to gee
hard e.videncc.'' he said. ''I'm usual· iv able to find the s~urce from which
the P.;per is copied:''
·.· .1~,lH_~ Lince, a p'ape·r has been rlcier-

mined to be plagiarized, someone
must take authority. At Xavier the
individual professors proceed w a·ct as
the audiorities in each respective
case. Almost always, the paper is
given a failing grade. Said Fr. LiRocca, '',If I fine\ a case of plagiarism, it'.s .
an automatic 'F.' Sfricc plagiarisin ·
. undermi1ies ''itie . ~iiolc· aspect oC·
.education, I a/ways flunk the person
[on that paper]." Measures in the
EngJ;sh department, according to
Finkelstein, are similar.
Should the responsibility of individual teachers extend bcvond the
point of initially spotting a plagiariz- __
ed paper? This is a difficuh situation
for professors, since not only is there ·
no court of appeal, but .there is no
constitution on which to base a
decision.

an

''I treat cases on
ad hoc basis
, arid cry to be fair. I give srudencs the
right to challenge my decision - to
go to the c.hairperson or the academic
dean in an appeal," said Fr. LaRocca.
· But deans and chairpeoplc have no
policy on how to act either. So ari
appeal. can be futjle, since depart- ·
ment heads cannot asscn--:iurhority
without a policy for a foundation.
Fr: LaRocca stated, ''I' ~e never had
to defend a decision which I've
made. But I think it would be good
to establish a procedure. It's a good
thing for students ro know rheir ·
rights ... faculty should bt~ aware of
that; too.''
·
According to Cusick, Xavier administrators are discussing the idea of
publicly stating a policy on
plagiarism . in the new university
.catalogue to _be published' in
December. Any such statcmcm
would first have to be approved by
the Board of Un.dcrgraduatc $tudies.
This board is composed of <leans..
f:iculty and studenrs.
Finkelstein said, "I feel it best that
a board be th~rc. I think there should
be .a ... set policy., a strolig
policy ... students should know
[about] it.''
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\ Stu{!entprofile:

Stan· Leshner compares·
Xavier life in 70's, SO'S:
RY

MATTHEW J. REIS
News Reporter

Picture Xavier without female students. If,
you are a dormie, imagine having to be in your
room by .11 :00 p.m. 011 weeknights. Picture a
Musketeer football team, ·and imagine a professor sending a letter to your parents because
you skipped a class.
·sound absurd? Not in 1970. This was the
way of life for an XU students.
Stan Leshncr started his college career at
Xavier in 1970. He dropped out in 1972, and
after working for_ nine years he returned to
Xavier in 1981 as a full-time student. He expects to graduate .after this 'semester.

of Husman Hall. Leshner will alwavs remember·
the rime: when his parerits received 'a letter from
Fr.· Foley concerning Leshner's absence from a
class.
He humorously recalled the days. when the're ·
were no women at Xavier. "It was i:razy.-lt w·as
just a bunch of guys· here that got really wild.
They didn't have to watch what they said or·
did .. And if they saw a girl, they were ready to
Among the festivities planned for: the weekend of Parents Day are. two concerts by the Xavier
. attack. They didn't care how gosh-awful ugly · Band and 70-member Xavier Singers. The.first .concert is on Saturday, October 8 at.8:30 ·p.m.,
she was - she was a, girl," Leshnc:r _laughed.
the second on Sunday at 4:30 p.m. .
· ·
·
'

In .1972 women were. admitted to XU,
despite ·mixed emotions among .parents and
students, to attend and even'dorm·at Xavier.
''The whole r"ime I was working I wanted to , Leshner said the women changed the social life
go back to college," said Leshner. "But ... I · of the campus and added completely different
think I'm in a better position. now having the :culture to Xavier. l:rshncr joked about how the
dormitory women were "'locked up"' on
work experience. I know.more and I think it'll
Kuhlman Hall's sixth floor.
help me to find a job ... as oppose9 to back
then."
.
·
, BY MUHY SCOTT
,.chide dice tables, Fast Poker and the Big Six
Leshner, 32, left Xavier in 1972 to attend
"They~ were untouchable,'' Leshner said.
.
News Reporter
.
Wheel. The $8.00 adult ti4'ket price includes
cosmetology school. He traveled around- the
''The thrill for all of the guys was [when) they'd·· . O~iy once a year at Xavier do students, famifive dollars in chips, .while the. $3.,00 st.udent
United States and owned a hair salon in Fort
throw their pantieffe out the window.·: .. ·
ly a_nd friends get together to eat, drink, gamticket price pays for 'three dollars _in chips.
Lauderdale, Florida.ble and dance. This year's Parents Day is set for· . Chipswon while playing may be used 'to purOctober $; and; 'with or without their families;
He _also remembered wo'men bei.ng bused to
chas~ beer and other items from the "Country
Xavier for dances on the weekends, nights at/ all are welcome to attend.
.
.Store." For those who prefer~ dan.ce, the Pete
Scheduled ·events.begin with,a soccer'game. ·. Wagner Band will be performing a.\\iidevariety ·
Dana's, curfews for dormies and the popularity
of music..
- . .
.
.
pitting the xu·varsity .team against the all-star
of Boone'.s Farm apple wine among those
dormies.
.Reverend John P. Hein1, S.J.; chairman ,of
. alumnists. At 5:00 'p:-m. the Reverend Charles
But most importantly, Leshncr' recalled the
b ...Currie;· S.J, university president, will
the event, said Parents Day should prove to be
. political and educational. environment· .cif the. celebrate Mass in Bellarmine Chapel. '·
.,"more fun than ever.'',
added that it .is. a
. Dinner.and cocktails will be served afterward
.good opportunity for the•:parent's .to observe·
~am pus.
i~ ,tn~'Fniiersit~ Center. ,Adults. will qe ~harg·,. firs·r .hand .the' interactiOn ·of:· their sons and
. .. .
.·
. I .. :~ ( ea ·$8:50 and children $3.50. ~tudents may use_ . ·.daughters· i'fi-'the~Ur\iversity:serii'ng:
..·:
. · "The· political movements on campus and
. their· board ·numbers. At 8:00 p.m. the .XU ·
'
·· .
. - ·
the attitude here rwere] completely different,''
Band and Singers will perform in the Univer~
· Tickets for 'daytime events 111ay be picked 11p
. Leshner said. "A Xavier student today is more
sity Center Theatre.
..
,
,
. ·11~ the lnfqrmaiion· Desk in. the U1Jiversity
concerned with getting out in· the world ·and ..
H,ighlighdrig. the evening's activities will 'be' .···Center.' Tickets for ihe cas/n6 and dance will be
. finding a great job', gening a high GP J\, and
a casino and dance in the Cohen Room ofthe . sold in the lobby of'the Sports Center. 'For
looking at a society with high unemploy'ment.
O'Connor Sports Center. Casinc>'games:will inmore information call 745.~316i. ·
Back then, people were more politicallY.' - ~··
minded in that there was a war going on:'.::
Leshner also said that many studenrs...did not
.··. '.--.-·
have much drive academically, because_ they
feared. they would be drafted af~.r they grad- .
uated. He remembered the protests at Xavier
about the war, somi: exhibited by "sit-ins".

Fun and festivities planned
for. this. year's Parents Day .

He

r:~"Have you .been: drinking?

.·Please·.don't.drive•.~please~·.

'

''The major reason I was: even going to
sc,I at that time is because the Vietnam war
was going or:i," Leshner said.
--··
.

'

"I wasn't that interest.ed in being in college.
At the time I decided' to leave ... I believe
they [the government] decided they were not
going to draft .any more people.'' Leshner said
six months after he dr<Jpped· out, th~ war was
over.
Leshner majored in public relatio~1s in 197.0.
Now he studies marketing and hopes to apply
~is studies to the field of cosmetology, perhaps
m areas of saks or retailing. Someday he said·
he would like to be a supervisor of an entire
group of syndicated salons.
''The only regret I have about not finishing
it [sch9ol] is that it.has !>een a lot more difficult
for me to stu9y, as opposed to someone coming
right out' of high school into college," Leshner
·.said. "The retention level is noc there. I get
confused in multiple choice tests . . . I read
· things ihto the questions, pecause I have too
much work e~perience.' '• ·
. Leshner discussed his life at Xavier a decade

•·

.

.

-

Leshner was a· soloist .. in the all-male CLEF·
Club (today's XU Sihgers), ;md was the club's
public relations director in 1970-71 arid. vice_president in 1971-72. Les~.ner said CLEF performed,"exclusiv!!ly'' for priva!e women's institutions. He was also a cheerleader at· the •
football ga.:nes, and he lived on the first 'floor

Leshner si1id 'that the students in those ~ays
te!lded to major in philosophy, theology,-and
communications. l:ie said there were few
business-oriented students' and math w~s not
highiy stressed. He also said there· we.re no computer classes. ·
·:I , . .
.

.

.

. :

.

-

.

. ::

• '>··

~

.. ·.. I think the programs th~·university has set
up are.'moie advanced because of techr10logy,''
Leshner said. "I like 'it .. : a lot better now ·
than I did back then. I've learned a lot. more
about computers ... business, and math than
!would ever have learn~d ba.ck then.-"
··

.;_;.

"There's a lot more open· dis~ussion in the -.' ·
classroom. I enjoy being here rriore now than I
did then. I feel more a part of this university
now.,I think it's becoming highly recognized,
lot more than it used to be." He likes how
theology at Xavier ·has e.volved from ~· rigicl,
·structured scudy to a freer, more Jiberal .type of .
program concerned with current issues.

a

Leshner said the changes at Xavier: have been
for the best and that the traditional conservativism of the university .remains· a plus
"because to survive in today's society, In my_
estimation, Y,.ou.have t_o"have that."
· · "The only thing that I ·can say ab 0 ~t the
Xavie,r• students [today]," Leshner said-, "is
that they-' re going to learn when they graduate·
that. it's not just a little concentrated world
'they're going to be out"in. And !'think that
. .. today, they're' pieti:y aware of that, for the
most ri:.a.''
' .
'.

.

lmpai...d;Dr!~r
Al~rt• ca· ~lldio ~hann•l:9
..·
/
.

. ' : ···~ _,.·

:c.:".-,c:.":·\.~·
'·

-:---.
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New Faces: Administration

New VP Of .Fio~ncepr~icts challenging year
.

.

BY.ROB LARSON
News Reporter

.

.

..

Richard Hirte, vice president of
finance, joined the Xavier University.
areas~·
Administration this fall after serving Q:·no YOU TIUNK THAT YOUR
as assistant Academic Vite President
RESPONSIBILITES HERE WILL
for the University of North Florida
BE IN ANY WA\' SIMILAR TO
tor ten years. B.orn in New Jersey,
THOSE DUTIES?
Hirte attended Florida State Univer· A: Both universities operate with
sity .where he received a degree in Ac;
. approximately the same budget,
counting. He served as an active
so in a way they will be similar.
:My responsibilities here include
army officer for several years, and
· examining physical and financial
at the same time remained active in
the business community as a consulplanning, purchasing, faculty
salaries, and student tuition. I ·
tant. :His first affiliation with Xavier·
am also in charge of the ad~
University came in 1982 when he was
ministrative computing center,
hired as a consulant to analyze the acthe·Bookstore, the Post Office
acquisition ofthe E~gecliff College.
and the Comptroller. I look at
Q: WHAT WERE YOUR RESPON·
all investments the University
SIBIUTIES AT THE UNIVERSI·
considers. It's much more dif·
TY OF NORTII FLORIDA?
ficult to run a private institution
A: Basically, I was responsible for
than a state-supported one.
the financial budgeting and

Kuhn optimiStic about
Development at Xavier
BY MARK BORDEN
News Reporter

Stephen R. Kuhn, Xavier's new
Development director, expresses optimism about his job and its future.
According to Kuhn, the position of
development director primarily deals
with athletic fond raising, giving pro·
grams, and various other fund raising·
activities. · . · ·
· · '.. · · · ·

.

·,

·forecasting that: the universii:y·
was involved in as .well as
organizing some of the academic

.

-

Q:
A:

Hirte

.Q: IT SOUNDS LIKE A LOT OF
RESPONSIBILITY AND
PRESSURE. WHO WILL BE
ASSISTING YOU IN YOUR
JOB?
A: I'm very happy with the excellent staff that.I inherited

Q:
A:

from my predecessor, ·Mr.
Beumer. They're very competent
and I give them a lot of credit
for the work that they have
done. I work closely with the
two associate vice. presidents and
the personnel director.
WHAT ARE YOUR FEELINGS
ABOUT BEING AT XAVIER?
Xavier is in a sound financial
situation, but after I tearn the
ropes I'm looking forward to a
very challenging year. So far I've
been very comfortable with
Facher Currie and the rest of the
faculty. l'm sure I'll enjoy my
position.
DO YOU VIEW YOUR POSI·
TJON AS BENEFICIAL TO
TIIE STUDENTS?
I guess this is my philosophy on
education: managing a university is a lot like running a

business, only the finished product here is an education. You
have to organize all the raw
materials: the faculty. staff. curriculum, facilities and activities
in che most efficient way to produce the besc education. With
the traditions and scandards chat
Xavier has set, chat's going to
be no easy cask.
Q: WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN
YOU HAVE TIME TO RELAX?
A: Well, we're still getting unpacked and organized, so we missed
the Oktoberfest and Fireworks,
but I hope to get out soon and
try out some of the golf courses.
People think ~hat after living in
Florida everything else would be
second-rate. I think Cincinnati's
an exciting place and I can't
wait to check everything out.

New Faces: Faculty

. Kuhn said his. ''background in .
marketing and advertising lends well .
to the development work. ·It is like
marketing, and the develpment work
I do will mesh well with mv
marketing skills."
.

His immediate goal is to get comfortable in his' new position and learn
.. how things' were run in the pa.Si~ As' ..
Ma.ry
for the future of the giving program
. B\' COLLEEN BACK
Kuhn attended Alma Central and alumni fund drives, he promises,
·News Reporter
''There is a lot of opportunity for
Michigan University and graduated
development; we are on che fringe of
with a BSBA in marketing in 1978.
Dr. Mary DeShazer is a new assis·
He then worked ac Alma College in . something really great."
tant professor of English. Her
Michigan as director of annual giving. Later, he worked as account exSo far, life ac Xavier seems to be reaching concentration includes
ecurive for an advertising form in agreeing with· Kuhn: "I love it women's studies. She is now reaching
Women and Literature and will teach
Florida and as assistant account ex· here. Xavier· is a great school with
several upper level ·women's studies
ecutive for a Michigan advertising . good students and. a· very friendly
courses next semester ..."! wanted to
firm.
.atmos.Phere."
teach in my field, and Xavier gave
me that opportunity,'' she said.
DeShazer received her undergraduate degree at Western Kentucky
University. She attended the University of Louisville for her master's
degree, and the University of Oregon
for her doctorate. She taught at
· Wake Forest, the University of
. Oregon and the University of Louis1615 Dana Ave.
ville before coming co Xavier.

Deshazer·

tciltiA'A$boQtil I
351·9887
*Free Delivery ·
*Plate Lunch Served Daily

Home of Tom's Western Steak, .

y; lb. Chopped Steak with Fried Onions/Green Peppers ..
,.·

·Coneys, Foot
Longs, 3.4.5
Ways·
. .
.
. ·. . ,

-

.

Lunchmeat Hoagies, Steak Hoagies : :
Huge Triple: D1:1ckers · ·
Tender Ham and Beef Sandwiches ·

.,

Stop by for-Breakfast Anytime -·· ·
Sausage or Bacon, 2 Eggs, Home Frie~
· Toast and Jelly for only $1.95 · · :Biscuits and Grav~~ $1.25_ · - .

.H~1.1r~: MOnday~rld~y .7~~pm ..
. . :· • s&turday .. . . 11 ain-8pm
s.unday · 11am-apm

.~. ·· ,~f,-.._:"1~-fii~C';.~. .~~~~~ r ··:.• -:-:••:..:; '· : 1•.;.. •·'·'; · , · ·.~·-~·. : ·•

Martha;·;Holland ·

B\' MATTHEW J. REIS

. Bl' ELLEN GEIS

News Reporter

News Reporter

After spending rhe lasr six years
teaching at Western Kentucky University, Dr. John Graham is the new
assistant professor of Information and
Decision Sciences. Graham completed his. undergraduate work an?
earned a master's degre.e at the Umversiry of Akron. He holds a Ph.D.
from the University of South
Carolina.
. Graham said he hopes to initiate a
program at Xavier, "American P~o
duccion and Inventory Control SoC1ery,'' for students who arc inceresced
in careers in production and materials
management.
He also scared chat he considers
Xavier's facilities good for an insti-.
tut ion of its size.
Xavier graduate. He earned a
graduate degree at the University of
Chicago in a joint German and HAB ·
(classics) program.
Madges chose to teach at XU
because he likes not only Xavier bur
the "way humanities are caught at a
Jesuit institution." He also likes the
Cincinnati area, which offers many of
the advantages of a large city but is not
as large and crowded as one.
Madges would like to extend an offer co discuss travel with smdencs who
are interested in travel. He lived in
Germany for two years and likes
speaking German.

.

Featuring-Jack Salmon, Jumbo Cod and Catfish

.

'

·•

.

.. _,
> ..: .·· . _ ::)Villiar,n Madges
----""."".~~~~_:.;."".'~7-~~~7·T~"':'"."~~-------------•~ ... ' . . ; B\' MAR\' McCORMICK
Free 16oz Coke
I · Free_16oz Co~e
·New• Reporter
·1
.
with
any
Platter
William
Madges .has . joined
wlth·any Plat.ter

I
Xaviec'.s faculty chis year as a
Coupon expires 10._30-83
__
· _....:.___il._____
c_ou_p_on_e.•p.lr-es•l•0.-30-83
_ _ _ _..... t_he~iogyjnst~cror. Madges is a 1974

Paul Fiorelli
B\' MAn·m-:w J. Rt:ls
. News Reporter

. l,./qtil April of· this year, Paul
Fiorelli practiced law in Dayton. Now
he teaches business law and will reach

After teaching at Xavier pare-time
for chree years, Martha Holland has
now become a full-rime instructor in
the mathematics department.
Holland caught at the high school
level before coming to XU. Presently.
she is also involved in an educational
program off-campus. She teaches
college-level courses to residents of
Lower Price Hill. She hopes co see the
program succeed chis year.
A native Cincinnarian, Hofland
earned her cwo degrees locally:
mathematics from Thomas More College and education from che Univer_sity of Cincinnati.
'

Fiorelli
advanced business courses at Xavier
for scudents preparing to take rhe
CPA exams.
Fiorelli earned a BA in economics
from St. Lawrence University in New
York. He earned an MBA and J.D .
from the University of Dayton School
of·Law.

Cornrnentary:age6
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State Issues 2 and 3:

Student lobbying group adds to confu.sion
polls to.defeat the amendment .. Such an
approach could only work, however, on
students who don't' read newspapers, ·
listen to the raelio or watch television.

Tactics employed by the Ohio
Coalition of Independent Swdents
(OCIS) in its effort to defeat State Issue
3 could backfire ff students take a little
time to research what the issue is really
about.

OCIS' s tactics can be explained
without branding the group as
dishonest. The coalition is, after all, .
appealing to a particular audience --:- .
students. As a result, the group chose to
emphasize that aspect of the issue which
it feels students ate most interested in financial aid.

State Issue 3 repeals, as of June 1,
1984, the 90 percent state income tax
increase enacted last January by the Ohio
General Assembly. It is accompanied on
the ballot by State Issue 2, which if
pas~ed would require a three-fifths
majority vote of the state legislature to
approve any future· tax increases.

. Viewed in this light, OCIS is merely .
guilty of the same tunnel-visioh which
characterizes many other so-~alled speC:ial
interest groups. The coalition judges
Issue 3 on the basis of what it thinks the
impact of the amendment's passage on.
· · student financial ,aid wiJJ be:.

To ensure that the tax increase
remains repealed until t~e two amendments to the Ohio constitution take
effect, however, it was necessary to word ·
Issue 3 in such a way that all changes in
Ohio tax laws enacted between January
I, 1983 and June l, 1984 would be
repealed.
·
Enter OCIS. It just so happens that
,/, some of the other changes in the tax
laws enacted this year concern student
financial aid ..Specifically, the Ohio
General Assembly and Governor Celeste
. increased. appropriatio11s fqr, Ohio .. ,·. \
lnstrucrional Grants and initiated. a .. , .
system of Student 'choice Grants for '
Ohio students attending Ohio colleges
and universities.
Now, there's nothing wrong with the
coalition encouraging Stu.dents to register
and vote to preserve increases in student

L-~~~--~~~~..:..--~....;.~~......;..~_,..;;~~~~~~~~~~r.,.,.._
financial aid. The p~oblem is that
information sent out by OCIS to date
represents Issue 3 as a proposal whose
major impact will be to reduce finaneial
aid. Very little mention is even made of
Issue 3 's primary purpose - to repeal
the tax increase! ·
·
.

.Consider the imp~~t of tbis fre~tritent :'
of the issue. OCIS tells students, "Vote
against Issue 3 - its passage wiJJ cut
financial aid." Quite an effective
argument. An image is conjured up, an
image of neo-Reaganite Neanderthals,
swinging the budget-cutting axe at the
throats of Ohio's college students.

Consider now the impact of a more
evenhanded presentation. Students
would see that the choice is between a
certain level of financial aid and the
continuance of a tax increase. Given the
chqice, many students would probably
vote.againstlssue 3. Some, however,
might. reconsider their opposition .
~~ i.

·'

'

. .. 'I.! {' .

.' •

:.
It would be easy to jump to conclusions and suggest that OCIS is trying to
keep students from finding out the real
point of Issue 3. After all, threatening
students with a reduction in financial aid
is a great way to stampede them to the. ·

· Such an approach is to be expected
from the ·average lobbying group. It is
entirdy inappropriate, though, for an
organization composed of students. A
university community,· after all, prides
itself on ·exaininfog issues in their proper
contexi:, above and beyond n'arrow selfish
interests. By intentionally or uninten- :,
tionally d9_wnplaying the stated purpose
· ;;Qf Issue;-3,•Qq~. discourages stµc;l!!r:.t~~rii;
from giving, the. issue the carefol 'study it
deserves.

h is to be hoped that future campaign
activities on the part of OCIS will give a
niore accurate view of what Issue 3 is all
about.

Shamrock needs to answer still m·ore questions·
In the sphere of politics it is often necessary
to smooth over controversial issues with a few
well-placed words of regret or sympathy. This is
a time-honored and accepted practice. Everyone knows the real story anyway, so the
misnomer is allowed, face is saved, and all is
well - usually.
·
This is not the case with last week's article
published in the Xavier News, in which Ron
Gary, regional manager for Shamrock -Foods,
seemed to imply that Vic Ranieri had resigned.
Vic, who was food service director at Xavier for
the past nine years, was fired in mid-August.'
Althol!gh the contract which Xavier has with
Shamrock gives the administration the
expressed right to choose the food setVice director, Rev. Charles Currie S.J. has said chat he
did not want Vic fired.
Why was Vic fired then? According t~ Shamrock, Vic was fired because he would not conform ·to company policy, because he resisted
change, and because he was disrespectful of
authority.
' Vic is a graduate of the Culinary Institute of
America, he opened the Golden Rooster

This Island,·
Xavier
BY TIM CHAMPION
·Restaurant in Mt. Washington, he has been in
the food service business for over 30 years, and
was even made an area manager for the
Shamrock system but quit to be able to devote
more_time at Xavier.
Vic was one of the oldest. and the. most exp~r-·
ienced Shamrock employees. He 'has been
replaced by a "New Management Team."
New is an understatement.
·
Don Wolfe has had extensive experience in
food service. He managed pizza parlors and a
Wendy's before joining Shamrock.· Mark Mc- ·
Corkle worked at a retirement community' in
Little Rock, Arkansas. Marcia Latham· did indeed "serve in the College of William .and
Mary''' in their grill. She is the.daughter of Ray .·

Latham, executive vice-president of Shamrock.
What kind of company fires an employee of
None of them has managed an account larger 'ten years and then tells his friends that he was a
than food service on the Edgecliff campus!
thief? What kind of company forces its
This young management team was brought
employees to sign documents i:hat state in part
together to learn from Vic, but Vic isn't ht:re
that fraternization with Vic Ranieri will result
anymore. That is why we have chili and ham-. in immediate dismissal? The same c<>mpany
burgers day after day "" nauieaum~ w~y we
that is rcsponsible·.for the fiasco that is food serhav~ three casseroles for dinner;.wpy roast beef
vice on this campus; . .· . _ .· ,
is served on Fridays when no one is'at dinner,
Anyone who knows Vic Rariieri:knows of the
why we have not seen steak in over a month;
public and private contributions he made to
why there are flies and roaches in the kitchen,
Xavier, they know how many hours he spent in
in the cafe, and no doubt. in the food,
· that cafeteria, and they know of his availability
That is why dinrier parties, coffee breaks and
mthe stud.ents. Most importantly, they know
luncheons. are late, if they are remembered at
how much he loved the people who made
all. That is why students have to allow forty- · Xavier. This is a loss which is felt every day,
five·miriutes to an hour to eat in the grill. ·
especially .at meal times .. --~
.
One final note. Xavier is one of Shamrock's
It seems that our board fee is actually a lab ·
. fee. We are -the guinea pigs which Shamro'ck. few management fee accounts. That m'eans
uses to train its personnel. Serving 1000 meals a that Shamrock manages the food service, and
day plus all the entertaining that goes on at · takes .its percentage· fee from gross income
. Xavier. requires expertise ·and experience, not
before expenses. The deficit cost not covered
promises of future improvement. Improve- ·. by board fees, (estimai:ed at over $100,000 for
ment! We shouldn't be in this mess in the first · this school year) is footed by Xavier. The time
place'.- Firing Vic was supposed to be
imhas come to ask the. question, is it worth i.t to
provement, and Xavier let it happen.
have so little for so much?

an
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Letters·~~·---------------------------------------------

Draft Law

Former Food
Service· Director
speaks out
First of all, I would like to thank the students
and the staff of Xavier University for their
cards, letters and phone conversations. inquiring on my be~alf and their concern.
I would like to take this oppoortunity to express myself in saying, in the nine years with
Shamrock System at Xavier University, I was
·happy with my job, the students and the staff.
I feel within my heart I did the best job I could

to fulfill the needs ofeveryone.
Perhaps the new law requiring proof of selecShock is a mild word for the way I felt when l
was discharged and relieved of my job. I was in- tive service registration for acquiring financial
formed. a few ~ays previous to my dismissal by : aid is "no major. problem" for Xavier. It is,
one of my employees that by the end of the however, l believe, another affront to many
week (August 12) .I would no longer be in conscientious objectors who are not willing to
charge of Food Service. At this time I would sign the paper which in effect says, "if you
like to express my disappointment in the pro- need me, I will fight."
I also sec it as a justice issue which the
cedures of management with Shamrock System
and also the Administration of Xavier Universi- university needs to confront, since the law
ty (which was informed previous to my dis- forces those students who need federal finanmissal) for the way the situation was handled. l cial aid to incriminate themselves in order to
feel that I had earned the respect to be told first obtain it.
As a· religious ·institution, could we not
by my peers, not by an e_mployee.
I am seeking employment in the Cincinnati follow the example of Quaker, Mennonite and
area, which is my home, and also in Florida, Brethren congregations who have established
where part of my family lives, but I would like scholarship funds and loans for students who
for you to know I would have been very happy choose not to sign for government aid because
. to have stayed at Xavier for the rest of my work- of this new selective service compliance test?
Our bishops call us to develop and support
ing years.
conscience. If this isn't a "major problem" for
Vic Ranieri Xavier, should it be?

Students should register and vote
Several organizations and individuals are
cooperating October 5-1 l to sponsor· a weeklong voter registration drive designed explicitly
for Xavier students. Why? Because stud.ems are
to be ciirectly affected by at least three issues on
the Nov. 8 Ohio.ballot. Deadline for all Ohio
registration is Oct. 11. After O~t. 11, students
who 11,re not registered will have no say in how
these issues affect them.
1· assume .that Issue 1, raising the drinking
age, is relatively self-explanatory, buc Issues 2
and 3 jlfe highly complex. Issue 2 wishes state
tax iocreases to be accomplished by a 3/5 vote
instead of the current majority. Issue 3 is the
repeal. of the. 90 percent increa5es by I.lhodes
.ani:f 1Cd~sie~· As'-a·by~product'of·lssue ·3~ S_tu··dcrit"Choke<:Grants· (a $500 tuitfori reduction
grant for all freshman of private universities
that was to -start this fall) will be abolished.
This will affect 10,000freshmen in Ohio and
around 400 at Xavier. Also, Issue lwill cause
21,000 students with .home incomes between
$16,000 and $25,000 to lose their Ohio Instructional Grants (OIG's).
· ·. .
It is not' a simple matter of voting Yes or No
to save your financial aid, however. It is possible that· even though the programs.will be can~ . ·
celled, they may be re-instated by the Ohio
legislature, or you might come out ahead pay:
ing fewer taxes. In any case, unless you register
to vote before Oct. 11, you will have no say in

·~.- ...Miii&

8REAl<S ON"nE MAU..
~oM S:-R o.S:F' IM'l'ME DISTANCE
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SING'£

VOICE...

these issues and how they affect you.
As a student senator, I believe it is my
responsibility to let students know how issues
of this sort affect them. However I have a very
strong belief that although Senate and SGA in
general may participate in politics, we should
never involve ourselves in partisan politics or
take sides on issue-oriented politics.
I

As a result, we will be sifting through both
sides of the arguments on all three issues, compiling and condensing the very complex, opinionated, and many-sided information. After
this, you will have to decide your · own
conscience.
The students that will man the tables have
been deputized by the state and can register
you for any part· of the state.· I urge you to
register. These issues will affect you somehow,
and in the words of Lyndon Baines Johnson, ''a
man . without a vote is a man without.
protection.''
. My thanks go out to those 24 students who
have shown leadership in these issues by
becoming Deputy Registrars and special thanks
to the ·BSA, College Democrats, C.ollege
Republicans and the. Student Senate for their
active cooperation.

Todd Brennan
Senator

~NO STILL CC.OSEI.

ANO UJ\loal.
WHO IS ·nu'&?
WHO T1'1S HAPPY?
i..IMO~

· As a result, any automobile without a CocaCola company-issued decal on its windshield
will, on the·first offense, receive a warning.
The second offense, and each subsequent one,
will result in the removal (towing) of the vehicle. All costs incurred will be the responsibility
of the owner.
Please take note of this change in policy. It is
the hope of Coca-Cola that no student will
have to be inconvenienced by having their car
towed, but the employees of Coca-Cola need
both the spaces. and protection that this new
policy will create.

The Coca-Cola Bottling Company

Alcoholics
Anonymous

There is a meeting of Alcoholics
Anonymous, for members only, every Wednes. day evening at 7:30 p.m. in the OKI Room.
This meeting is open to the general public on
Bill Lonneman
the first Wednesday of every month.
Although AA is new to the Xavier campus,
there are over 200 meetings every week in the
Greater Cincinnati area.
AA is a fellowship of 111en and women who
In your editorial last week, you posed the
share their experience, hope and strength with
· question, ''to all senators and senatorial caneach other so that they may solve their common
didates, 'Which will be of more use to Xavier
problem and help others to recover from
. students - a rape prevention program or a
alcoholism.
comedian?' " We would like to respond.
There are no dues or fees and AA is not
As senators, our votes were counted among
allied with any sect, denomination, politic~.
those voting against the rape prevention proorganization or institution. The primary pur.-gram, and for two reasons.
pose is to stay sober and help other alcoholics to ·
· First, Xavier already has a program dealing
achieve sobriety.
with rape prevention. The only practical difAlcoholism is a killing disease which cuts
ference between the program and the one we
across all segments of society - young, old,
·voted on at the September 22 senate meeting
rich, poor, men and women. If you think
was the presentor of the program. The one we
alcohol may be interfering in your studies,
voted against include~ a nationally known
social relationship or physical health, come to
speaker. Xayier's program was presented by
the Wednesday evening meeting to learn more
Xavier Security and the Cincinnati Police
about alcoholism.
department.
There are also plans to. form an Al-Anon
. 1'.h.is brings .me: to the second reson: Cost. To
bring. Frederic Stora'ska, die. nationally. known ch.apte,r"in the near future;
·Don Muchmore
speaker ori this topic, the SGA is spending
$2750!
.
· When Xavier already has one, it seems a
waste of maney to bring in someone else to
repeat the program.
I have been on Death Row for five years and
Thus, we voted against it, and with no
hav~ lost. contact with all my family and
regret.
friends. I am a caucasian male, age. 37. and
Todd Brennan
Angie Souza
desire correspondence with either _male or
Senator
Retired Senator
female college students. I want to form some
kind of friendly-type relationship and more or
less just exchange past experiences and ideas.

Rape Prevention

Prisoner

Parking at
Coca-Cola

Dear members of the Xavier community:
The Coca-Cola Bottling Corporation,
located at 1507 Dana Ave., is changing its
parking and security program effective immediately due to an increase in vandalism during
. the past several weeks.
·

• • (}r 1s THAi WALKING- PEP-Pill,
)(A'llE'R'S ~E'SlDENf Mu& Aa:TIST AND
. SPR.lNl<l.R oF &OOD CIEER,
8&T1Y ANN au&LE!

Jim Jeffers
Box B-38604
Florence, AZ
85232

XU students
participate in
Freeze Walk
Thirty people from Xavier University participated in the Take the Firs_t Step Freeze Walk
through 10 kilometers (apporximately 6 miles)
of downtown Cincinnati last Sacurday.
Xavier walkers started the day with approximately 300 other participants. All hl'ard
speeches by Rev. Daniel Buford, Dr. Lynn
Moody, Rev. Maurice McKrackin .. and Cincinnati Mayor Tom Brush. Xavier students carried a banner madt' b~·
Xavier Students for the Freeze which prodaimed, "Stop the arms race. Not thl' human
race," At one point along the walk. walkl'rs
were shown 'the outside of a Cinrinnar i h<>mh
shelter for a nuclear disaster. Walkt·rs wt'rt· r<>ld
that the shelter contained only light papt·r
blankets arid empty water barrels as a mt·ans ,,f
survival after a nuclear blast.
Steve Kroeger, S.J. of the Programs for Pt'an·
and Justice estimatl'd participams raisl'd ht·1 ·
ween $300 and $400. Pax Christi. Earthhrt·ad.
College Democrats, and the Bl:irk S1udt·111
Association were all sponsors of tht· walk.

Sports
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Musketeers grab trophy;. post hOmecoming win
B\' BARBARA STEGEMAN
Sports Editor

The men's soccer team surrounded
homernming week with vicrories by
shutting out Purd.ue 2-0 in Saturday's bout and py capturing the
Cross-Town Trophy with a 3-1 win ar
the University of Cincinnari.
Purdue made irs debut as- the 1983
homecoming guesr. of the
Muskereers. A little surprised by the
Boilermakers' skills, the Musketeers
were held scoreless for the first 30
minutes.
Xavier striker Ed Walker sparked

the offense with a goal at 38:)2. The
charge died out until late in the second half when again Walker picked
up a · pass from Bill Schulte and
drilled in his second of the game to
complete scoring. Freshman goalie
Joaquin Donoso had nine saves and
was credited with the win.
·
According" to Coach Johnny
Capurro, "We didn't play very well.
Purdue has a decent team, and we
just didn't know what to expect."
But amid the lackluster performance, it must be noted that the XU
roster has been reduced to 13 players.

Preceding the win over Purdue,
the Musketeers traveled to UC on
Wednesday for the annual CrossTown Rivalry match.
The Bearcats broke the ice ·at the
eight minute mark by sailing a shot
past freshman goalie Mark Armstrong. that shot was the last to be
crapped in the nets behind Armstrong as he played with consistency

· XU offense comprised all of the second half action. At the 46:00 mark,
George McCaffeny slipped one over
the goal line unassisted. Following at
80:13, Jeff Walker, assisted by Mike
Dulle, put the Bearcats away with
goal number three, marking the fifth
straight ·year ~avier snatched the

V•ball ·finishes third·

XU faculty soccer
team loses first game
BY GREG KUETERMAN
Sports Reporter

The Xavier University faculty soccer team, the "Parkway Express,"
absorbed its first loss of the season
Sunday afternoon, losing by a score
of 3-1 to che College Hill Condors at
Corcoran Field. ·
. The game, sluggish throughout
the opening minures, was a scoreless
tie until College Hill's Raul Burbano scored midway through the first
half. The score by Burbano looked as
if it would be the only one of the half
until Xavier's Allan Crockat matched
chat point with only minutes remaining in the half to tie the score at 1-1.
The second half opened with College Hill caking complete charge of
the game.' Mike McMillin opened the

Musketeers pushed the . match to
three games but still fell shorr 8-1),
·Out of a ten-team draw, the
15-13,. 7-15. Meanwhile, Evansville
volleyball team had its .best finish
bumped off DePaul 15-12, 13-15,
ever at its own invitational tourna15-10 to set the stage for the finals
and the third place play-off. ·
ment. Placing third behind first place
Evansville and second place Franklin,
The Lady Muskteers wasted linle
the Lady Musketeers came a long way
time in snaring third place by setting
down DePaul 15-13, 1,6-14: Evansto reach the semi-final round.
In pool play XU finished wirh a . ville captured the . championship
3-1 record, . losii1g only to Notre · afrerwards by downing Franklin,
Dame and defearing Bellarmine,
15-13,. 1).4 ..
De~aul, and Kentucky Srace.
This weekend, the Ladies hope to
continue their fine play ·in: the
Franklin College was tl;ieir opponent
111
the semi-final action .. The
Wright State Invitational.
BY BARBARA STEGEMAN
Sports Editor

second half scoring for the Condors
only minutes into the half. With a
2-1 lead, the Condors' defens~
became rough, permiuing Xavier few
opportunities to score. With ·two
minutes left in the game, Burbano
put the game away with his second
goal of the game. With chat, rhe
game ended a 3-1 Condor victory.
·The game was briefly interrupted
as the first half entered its· final
minutes. Following a personal foul
on a Xavier player; a fight broke our
between the teams. After some punches were thrown, order was finally
re~tored by the referee. Two players
were ejected from the game because
of the incident.
With the loss, the Parkway Express
falls. into second place in · the

Cross-Town Trophy away from UC.
Reflecting on the win, Capurro
noted, "We played our usual game.
The last couple of years UC has
become predictable ... I just don't
believe UC played up to par."
Prior to the Morehead State game
yesterday, Xavier's record stood 4-3.
This marked the first time that their
record has reached above . 500 this
season.
After the Alumni Game on Saturday, the soccer team hopes _to boost
their record even. higher next
Wednesday when they host · the
Dayton Flyers at 7:00 p;m.

for seven saves during the remainder.
At the other en'd of the field, Petri
Ikownen, the team's leading scorer
on the season with seven goals,
responded to a clean pass from team
Captain Charlie Lenway to put the
Musketeers on the board.

following the road trip to Missouri,
five players were dismissed from the
squad as a result of disciplinary action. The scarce rs are now. forced to
play the entire 90 minutes.

---.--------.

.
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Greenhills Soccer League with a 4-1
record. College Hill remains on top
of the league with a perfect record of
)-0.

Preceding the XU vs. Dayton game
on. October 12, the XU faculty u111/
challenge Los Latinos at 5:00 p.m.
All proceeds will benefit United '
Appeal.

Sports reporting-no easy task
BY F.R. KERLEY
Guest Sports Columnist

Being a freshman on the Xavier
News staff is no easy cask. This story
is proof of that. You can imagine my
elation at being chosen by the entire
paper staff to cover the first
Musketeer football game this season.
They said, "It's your baby Frank, go
with it and make sure you cover all
rhe angles." 1 was flauered, me,
Frank Kerley, a freshman, being
trusted with the honor of covering
the opening game, an honor I
rhought would be restricted ro an
upperclassman. ·
What a great feeling! Bu.t, 'what a
d.isaster!
They said this was a "dubious"
distinction and I have vowed ro do a
great job.
Being rather anxious I iinmediately
called the athletic office to inquire
about an interview with the. head
coach and ro get a schedule and some
stats, but whenever mention was
made about a football schedule or
players our phones . abruptly and

mysteriously disconnected, therefore,
·I have none to offer in rhis ar~icle.
Since this lead proved to be a dead
end I decided to ''sco·ut out'' the
football ream and sit in on a practice.
I went down to the stadium; it was
there bur nobody else was. So I went
· around to the other side of the Sports
Center where I found the
Muskereers, screrching out and getting ready to start. I began realizing
something was wrong here when I
noticed they weren't wearing pads
two days before a game, but I decided ro let chat go for the time being.
I finally realized ic was rhe baseball
team afrer a stray pitch passed my ear
ac roughly 97 .65 mph. Being pretty
disgu?ted with all this wasted time
and beginning to feel like Leonard
Nimoy, off I wenuo the new fields·
past the north lot,· in search of the
· "phantom" football . team. And
what do you t~ink I found? ZILCH.
Where are these guys? The thought
· crossed my mind that maybe they got
.lost on the way to practice.
The next day Iwent down to the
bookstore and ran across a postcard of

our majestic stadium in all its glory
with, yes, its football team in rhe
background (they really do have
them, and since I haven't found the
football ream they may be collector
items). Again .the search was on, but
again to no avail. I even looked 'where
I was certain rhey wouldn't be (the
library).
Perplexed again I called rhe
athletic office and lefr message afrer
message for the head coach· to call
me:' but my messages went
unanswered and thus I ga".e up. Now
it's seldom ro never that this' reporter

4476 MONTGOMERY ROAD, NORWOOD• 5300 RIDGE AVE., CINCINNATI
AND 12 OTHER.CINCINNATI AREA LOCATIONS

gives up o'n an assignment but, with
our deadline quickly approaching I
decided to turn chis· over to some I
other super sleuth, because' I sure I
couldn't firid chem. Bue, I'll cell you I
one thing: wherever they are and 1
whoever they play, they must be 1
good, because you sure .can't get· a· I
ticket 'ro· the game (not even a press · I
Pass).
I
P.S. If it's a home game and anyone
has an extra ticket, I'm free Sarurday .
That's if they know where the hon:ie
game is.
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COMPILED BY DUMB.I BRA VER

back due .'-ro an offensive penalty.
Quaaludes "powered· the rest of the· .
.
Men's Flag Football
game. Mike Kraft, Te>m Lampe, Greg
Monday
Schmidlin,, and Mike. Schwanekamp
2:00. Elks 38, Fubar O
each .contributed a touchdown while
· The Elks werit:on a stan:ipede with Bill Hens .and Mike Klawitter each
Dick ·Morrissey scoring 14 poin_~.. threw in' two .additional points:
Trey Savage picked up 12 points and 3:00 Walking Dead 14;' Elitist
·
. Andy Held and George Joseph each Muskies 0
_crossed the goal line for a
Even though John Darpel had two
toui:hdown. The Elks blanked Fubar interceptions for the Elitist Muskies,
. 3~-0
.
.
the Walking Dead came alive in the
3:00 Moe Panthers 38, Pit Panthers O ·second game,of the' afternoon. Tom
Jae~ Norris scored two touchdowns ~Marksbury led the team with a TD
·,for 12 points. Jeff Szekely came and interception. Greg Dietrich
' thrcjugh: with a T.D. and two~ extra · scored on TD and Alex Saba puHed
points; .John Roelker added another':. in two extra points.
TD and Jack Meyer grabbed tWo· 4:00 Renegades II 12, Hudy O
points fo close tqe door on. the Pit
The Hudy's blew a couple of op-,.
· Panthers 28-0.
··
portunities to score. and fell to the
4iOO Last_Chance 7, LA.K. O
Renegades in the day's final match.
Mike ·Keefe was the Last Chance Chadie Debbane scored a TD and
offense compiling all se~en points;
Mark Sommer bad a TD along with
an interception to sum up the
Thursday
, 3:00 Aerial High 6, Fighting Melv.ins Renegades n'.12-0 victory.
0
. SOFTBALL
Melvins held out and showed some
Monday·
· life wh~n· Steve Talty intetcepi:ed:
but Aerial High squeaked past with a Opposition 16, T.A. Booz~lO ·
6-0 win. Bill Ryan crossed the goal
The Opposition jumP.c:d out to a
lige with the game"s only ri.ine run l.ead ·after the first inning
touchdown.
·
. and went on t.o ,win a slugfesi over .
4:00 Mean . Green. Machine · 8,- T.A. Booze.
Mutants 0 . ,
No Pride Knights 12, B-Melvi~s 5
The Mutants ·could not change fast.
The gam.e was totally uneventful
enough and the Mean Green due : to · a weak performance by
Machine jumped . out early to ·win Melvin's outfield.
Quaaludes 8, Pi Alpha Phi 0
8-0.
Quaaludes. displayed . fine in. ·Friday
2:00 ·Quaaludes · 28, Airborne ficlding · and. hustle. on . the bases.
Mike Kraft, leadoff hitter for
Rangers o
The gaine may have taken on a dif- Quaaludes, was. four ciu.t of. four
ferent look had the sole TD scored by while stretching singles into doubles.
the Airborne Rangers not been called .Muldoons 31, Fubars 4 ·
·.
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Muldoon.s took advantage of an inexperienced freshman team in a 31 to
4 massacre. The. whole Muldoon
team· hit very consistently ·in their
relentless attack. Credit Fubar with a
great sportsmanlike attitude.

Brew Crew. 11, Ease 1Jp 5
Brew Crew II appeared very polished in. beating a less talented team.
Gus Galluci's home run capped a
five-run fifth inning.
Old Grattd Dad 8, Who Cares? 1
The start of the game was very close
due largely to the fine defensive play
of Who Cares, · short~top John
Turner. However; in the final inning.
Mike D' Amato sparked Old .Grand
Dad with a lead-off hit. When the
inning was over, the five runs that
crossed the plate made th!= final score
eight to one.
Thursday
Hobbits 17, Pounders 16
Hobbies domina'ted the game early, grabbing a sixteen· to two lead.
However,. Pounders fought back to a
tie; A homerun by Joe Thompson in
the bottom of the seventh ·gave Hob-·
bi~ a win.
·
Elks 12, Inflatable Sheep 6
Inflatable Sheep jumped out to a
four run lead, but Elks quickly
caught ·up. Mark Mackey of the Elks
hit the only home run of the :game.
Over the Edge 16, Little· Killers 3 ,
Over the Edge led ~ix to two before
dorylinating the .game. Bernie Thiel
of Over the Edge helped with a
homerun.

'·

Now when you buy any ArtCarved
college ring, you not only get one
ring loaded with style and quality, you.
get two. A great college ring-and a
. diamond fashion ring, FREE. It's, a.
beauty-10K gold with a genuine 2
point diamond. Retail value-$60. :
"The perfect way to express yoursel~.
your style, or your feelings for that
special someone. Available exclusively from your ArtCarved Repre" .
s~n~a!i~e for a limited time only.
··

.JtRTfARvED®
·.

\(_JLASS RINGS.INC.

. Joe Zakraisek and Ron Nabers.
Fri~ay
Redway Rippens 11, Chilla Cellas 9
XR's 2, Brando's Commandos O
Chilla Cellas started off with a.six
Jn a slow first half neither team
to one lead, but Redway Rippers took , scored. Fidel Defreitas scored two
control on a homerun by Kevin
goals to lead ·the XR's to a victory.
Murphy.
What 2, Saudi Airplanes 1
Foul Balls 14, Bamf 7
After a slow start, both teams
· In a vety rough game, What
began to heat up. ·A seven run rally
squeaked by the Saudi Aidii1es. Pat
Day netted two goals for What.
by ·Foul Balls in the fifth inning
Aliagani captain of Saudi Airlines,
opened the game up. Mike Noss had
four hits and scored three times for
steered in their only goal.
the winners.
SAND VOLLEYBALL
Ball Busters 12, Super Troopers O
Recreation League
Ball BusterS- grabbed a seven run
lead after the first inning over the coMonday, Sept. 26, 1983 the Sand
Volleyball Recreation.. League coned team. 'They then commanded the
game 'until the mercy rule was aptinued its league play with three
games:
plied in the fifth inning.
Mutants 10, New Lofts 8
At 3:30 p.m. 4-Husman defeated
The score was tied in the fourth
Julie's Jolly .Pirates (15-9),.(15-6). At
with time running out, but Mutants
4:30 p.m. 2-N:rity defeated 2-West
by forfeit: ~t 5: 30 p.m.. The Sandscored four times for the victory.
blasters defeated The Smurs in an exciting game ( 15-2), ( 10- is), (15-13 ).
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
The nexi: games for the Recre.ation
Grill Girls 25, P.Y.T's 5
League are October 10 at 3:30 p.m .
Both teams scored fi.ve runs in the
(2~Nasty vs. 4-Husman), 4:30 p.m.
first inning. but Grill Girls held.
P.Y.T'S scoreless the rest of the . (Smurfs vs. 2-West), 5:30 p.m.
Uulie'sJolly Pirates vs: Sandblasters).
. game. Amy Zimmerman hit the only
3 on 3 LEAGUE
hoinerun of the game.
Tuesday, Sept, 27. 1983 the Sand
Not Ready For 16, l Kuhlman 4
Volleyball 3 on 3 league continued
Every member of Nor Ready for
play with two games. At 3:00 p.m.
scored at least one tun. Sarah Tomer,
Beach Spikers, the only undefeated
captain of the team, went three for
team in the league, defeated t'.lunthree.
bigue Connection (15.-11), (7·15),
YOGA
(16-14) in an exciting hour-ad-aXUIM is offering, free of charge, a
half match. At 4:00 p.m. Jovobo had
six week Yoga dass. It will be held
to Wf?rk hard to beat Larry, Curly and
Moe (15-12), (14-16), (15-12).
every Monday starting Oct. ·10 from
2:00 p.m. uncil3:00 p.m.
The nexi games will be, October
AQUASIZE
11. This will start the play~offs, "Xith
Aquasize. will be held every Monthe . first place team playing the
. day night from. 7:QO p.m, _µntil 8:go . fourth and the second place .team
p.m, in the pool. No swirtuning explaying ,the third. ·I
, perienc_e necessary.
'
Women's Flag Football
· 3:00 4 Wicked West defeated the
Brockettes 8-6
SOCCER
4:00 Franke and the Knockouts shut
Sunday Night
· out Two Wild 2-0.
Little Kings 4, Pi Alpha Phi 1
5:00 Not Ready -For Sqashed the
In the first half, Dave Tobin of Lit:
Little Bang 12-0. Joan Sepella
tie Kings directed the offense to three
· and Julie Crouch scored a
scores. Two were by . Mohammed
touch down for Not Ready
Daher, and. the third was by Nino
For.
Gabriel. Pi Alpha Phi attempted a
TENNIS
second half comeback with a goal by
Women's Advanced
Schnedal-. However, Daher netted
In the semi-final round Sheila Conanother goal to set the final score.
nolly will match up against Y~litza
Just for Kicks 3, Los Latinos 2
Brauer whi.lc Marcia Tafuri takes on
·Just for Kicks drew first ·blood
Barb Allanson.
when Pete Darwish netted .a goal.
Men's Advanced
Alex Correa of Los Latinos countered
In men's ~ompc:tition, rivalries ht:at
I :42 later. In the last minute of the
up with Tim Berking meeting Mark
first half, each .team managed a goal.
Hoffman and Andy Fogarty chalkngAfex Correa scored his. second goal
ingJohn Rieger in the: semi-finals.
and Mike Donelly scored· JFK's.
Men's Beginners
Josi "Pe po" Principe: ban les Dan
Donelly scored a· fast break goal in
the second half to round· out the
Hein and Tim Dwyer faces Edgar
Velasco in ·their semi-final
scoring.
THL&D 4, I-East Kuhlman 1
competition ..
Pat Jackson scored ·two goals for · Mixed Doubles
THL&D ·as they· defeate~ I-East
·Paul Gearin I Kelly Kerran squ.ired
Kuhlman four to one .. THL&D
off against John Nordmeyer/ Mary Jo
dominated ·the first half causing
Gaggliardo. The team of Andy Fogarty /Marcia Tafuri have: a· bout with
1-East Kuhlman to battle back in the
second half. Mike Markowski scorerl
Bob Best/Yelitza Brauer squad. :\II
the lone goal. Rapping up the score
matches ·compose the. semi-final
round.
. THL&D planted two more goals by
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Synchronicity offers tunes.
to please variety of tastes··
BY TIMOTHY PURCELL
Entertainment Critic

The Police came onto rhe rock
scene in l 97S with their first album,
011tl.i11do.r De 1\111011r, and soon
became popular just about
everywhere but in the United Siates.
Two years and one album later,.
Zenyata Mendota hit the U.S. charts
·with its major hit, "De Do:do-do,
De Da-da-da". Some would go so far
as to say that they initiated the new
wave sound with this hit single.
Another three years and one
album later, they have released Synchronicity, which frees them of any
possible bond to a single musical
style. · It has taken the charts by
storm, hitting number one and
holding that position for weeks on
end.
Critics have called. it a "pop
masterpiece'', and the success of Synchronicity might be seen as indicating a trend toward a softer yet
off-bear type of music. The music ori
Synchronicity need not threaten
heavy-metal head bangers or topforty junkies, however~· because this
music really feels good and can even
be seen as a mixture of many styles·,
including rock and pop.

"Synchronicity I" opens'• side one
with a danceable, light sound that
seem$ to be a mesh of reggae,
rockabilly and pop. "Walking In
Your Footsteps" carries the listener
to an African jungle-type atmosphere
with its exotic drum sounds. This
track really emphasizes The Police's
musical talents, especially theinbility to combine very different sounds
into pleasant music.
"O My God". and "Miss
Gradenko" follow, hinting at confu.· sion, and expressings of memories
throughout both songs. Both tunes
hold to The Police's true-to-form;
easy-going instrumental undertones.
One might sense an overwhelmng
feeling of irritation and guilt as
"Mother" pops up in the middle of
side one. At·first, this crack seems to
be a mistake among the other comfortable, even self-indulgent song?.
But later one notices that the song is
a variation on vocal style together
with the same laid-back instrumental
und.ertones. While the vocals may
pierce the ears, the easy-going sound
·keeps us listening.
"Synchronicity II". prepares for
side tWo, where the hit, "Every
Breath You Take" opens the set.'

Both of these truly tasteful tunes indulge in a self-pitying sadness. Lyrics
aren't necessarily important here
because the vocal cones .express the
feeling.
''King of Pain'' seemingly crys out
.for affection, but interesting.ly
enough carries .an exotic sound to it.
If nowhere else on the album, listen ·
to the lyrics here. ''King of Pain" is
probably the strongest song on the
album, and very cleverly arranged.
"Wrapped Aroung Your Finger''
talks to the listener in more ways than
one. This song can really touch
anyone and is a close second to
"King of Pain"; it "communicates a
lot of emotion. Jazz and blm;s are
detected here, .although it would be
hard to point to anything specific The Police offer an Innovative blend of many styles iri their newest albu~,'
Synchronlclty. Analyzing their unique blend of rock, pop, riew wave and reg·
one just feels it ..
gae Is sometl'!lrig like "attempting.to ~aste every flavor In a candy si'ore;" .•
Whole genres of musical style are
present throughout the album, and
"Tea In The Sahara", which closes
_side two, encompasses this feeling of
a number of styles.
· ·· 7
pm
· ·
7 d~ysaw,eek·' · .,.
Analyzing Synchronicity '.r style(s)
is like attempting to taste eve·ry flavor
Nation.Hy· known for Its .wi8py thin pancakes, · .·
in a candy store. Suffice _it to"say that
Synthronicity .succeeds oirevery level·
fluffy three egg omelettes; creative. sandwiches·,... ,......
and can appeal to anygne with a taste
homemade cheesecake', deilcious ·
for music.
·
··

Brea·~fast,
am-8

lunch, dinner anytime
r

·dlnne~s ~nd much, much morel

.. ACincinnati tradition since 1941.

Classical Guitar ·Series:

Dlnner1. range from s3• to SS"

1 1
Recital impresses Top-40 . rock. fan · ~~211811F4 ~ .8~
.

BY MIKE HALLER
Entertainment Critic

Classical guitarist- Edward Flower
opened Xavier's 1983-1984 Classical
Guitar Series Sunday, October 2,
with a splendid recital in the University Center Theatre.
Although my heavy-metal, Top-40
. damaged· ears are not accustomed to
the quality music Flower offored, I
was nonetheless pleased and moved
by his performance in a way that
WEBN's croaking frog has been
unable to do. I found that one, need
not have a Ph.D. in Music Appreciation to. enjoy .classical music' only a
willingness to listen without fearing
chat one will be transformed into a
whimpering pansy.

have no relation to the previous one.
This discordance was Brouwer's, and
Flower's intention, however, as· the
song is meant to suggest confusion
and anxiety. This is not exactly a
cheery theme, butt.he piece is powerful because in it_s off-beat,. poetic wa:y
it expresses psychological pains· that
are common to everyone.

More cpmplex than ''Ojus Brujos''
was the Benjamin Britten coiµposition, "Nocturnal," written in 1963.
Leo Brouwer,. among others, considers "Nocturnal" one of the most
·important pieces for guitar ever written .. Based on the song, "Come,.
Heavy Sleep," by John Dowland
( 1697), "Nocn,1rnaI:' is a theme
and eight variations on that theme.
What makes it unique; explained
The _English-born Flower, who was Flower, is that the th.eme does not
once affiliated with the Royal · come until the end of the song. In his
Shakespeare Company, played nine- words, it's like waiting for the punch
ty minutes of music that ranged from . line of a joke. The piece's variations,
the simple, 'melodic "Suite Com- and ultimately its. theme, end by
postelana," to the melancholy and fading into a silence which Flower
dissonant "Ojos Brujos."
describes as the sound, or mood, of
sleeplessf!ess. This must have· been
"Ojus Brujos," composed by·. too. subtle an 'evocation for my
Gonzalo Roig and arranged by Leo culturally benighted ears, however,
Brouwer, was "perhaps the most dif- because "Nocturnal" did. not make
ficult piece to .listen to because it nie think ~f sle~ple;sness. · ·
·never develops a strong regular
rhythym. Flower. would strum a
Other than "Nocturnal'," which I
chord, but instead of following this did nc>r.Jully understand,. Flower's
with a note that ·would form _a recital was a.delight. He shows that
mel~dic, easy~listening·progression, he,
classical music· is the refined and
would srrik~ a note that seemed to
sometimes p~etic ~xpression · of

.

.

·.

,NEW OWNEIS:.IAlaAIA I MICK MICHAELSON

4311 _Aeedlfta Rel. lbttween TeMllH,t Ave I VICtory Perliway
.
~Bucke~ Cerdl nono;ec1 2·1 p,m.
·.

thought and emotion, and is a~cessa•

·I

ble to. ariyone who. has ever .had' a
thought or emotion and will ,listen.
Many of 'you may b.e closet dassical ..
music fans, afraid to be seen with·
your stereo tuned to WGUC"FM. If
·that's th> case - i( you're simply.
embarrassed to· be known: 1as a
classical music fan -~disguise ourself
as ·someone you dislike and, go to
Benjamin Verdery'.s ·December 11
guitar· recital.
·

Xavl~~ Students, Facuity \..,
. Learn To ule the.Alght,Slde.
. · · of Your Brain To lncrea1e
.
... Reading Speed and Comprehension.·
·.-"'.::·.

LEARNING

· BLOCl·T

YOU PROBABLY

DON'T.HAVE ONEI

' Chances are, ·. ·
your rust)' skills
mean a
. MEMORY BLOCK;
not a learning block.
· Letushelp
"Bring II all back."

'CLASSES BEGIN EARLY OCTOBER

. ~.ff. MPIAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER._:·_·

Test Pr~ration Soecialisls ~·

Since 1938 · · ·

For,, information, fle~se eall:

·

. ._ •. (513) 821-.22Ba - - ·

..-.'

· . You are using only 2~25o/o C?f your mind in your pre~nfreading .•
·• skills. .
" ..
.
~-

Attend this lntro~uctory Class

·

Restaurant

•
•
•
•
•
•

to learn how:

Be more. successful by saving time.and ene,rgy. ·. . ·. .. . : . ·
. Increase your rea91ng efficiency_ for school or office up_ to, teri tlmes.o
· .,
·
Organize what you read for _deeper understanding. . · ·
Improve your 11bi,lity to understand and retain what you have read.~ .
Tap the'.subconscious mind in reading and recall. ·
- Reduce ·anxiety in reading. · ,
-~

Bring vour famllv .encl friends fo~ ;~· ••hlleratlng leernlng e•~trlence.' ..
. ARC .Is not Evelyn Wobds but give~ similar results at
fraction of-the ~ost:

a

Com~ To One Of The:se FREE Sessions:
'

••

c"'

Th~r~d1y, Oct. a ..
Lookout Corp. C'ntr
1717 Dixie Hwy.
Ft. Wright, Ky.
4pmor7pm'

.
. , S1turd1y,_Oct. a
Fri1r'a Club
85 W. McMlll1n St.
f pm or 3:30 pm

Call 772·R.EAD for lnfor'!1~tlon. If you are se;ious about your child's·
·future or want to.Increase your own reading productivity you shouldn't ·
ml~s this chance..
/
·
·

·. $dvanced :~ing
··Columbus; Dayton1··c1nclnnat1 ,.

I

•

Cdncepts
!72-REAO·•
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Bergman's latest.film captures imagination
- BY MARK BORDEN
Entert1inmen1 Critic

I.ngmar Bergman's newest film,
Fanny and Alexander, is an extremely
enjoyable, remarkable piece. of
movie-making. Director~writer-pro
ducer Bergman spirits the audience
away for three hours and deposits
them in 1907, Sweden at Christmas
time. The place is the home of the
Ekdahl clan, a family of great warmth
and eccentricity.
Fanny is a sweet, innocent young
girl, content to enjoy life; Alexander
is a.strong-willed, stubborn boy with
~n overly active imagination. Both
live idyllic liyes, enveloped in a fantastic home filled with lush furniture,
works of art, happy servants and loving relatives. The-head ,of the household is Helena, Fanny's and Alex. ander' s grandmother, who presides
over the. home and her three sons:
Carl, Gustav, and Oscar.
Each son has a problem which is
.simply accepted by the rest of the ·
family: Carl is a drunk, a coward, and
a bad businessman. He tries to bor~
row from Helena· but is presented

with unpaid IOU's totalling three
times the amount he is asking for
Gustav cannot resist women, but his
wife overlooks his constant lechery
because he is basically a kind man and
aloving husband. Famw's and Alexander's father, Oscare, is a poor manager of his theater and not the greatest
actor in the world, but very devoted to
his wife Emilie· and his' two children.
Fanny . and Alexander enjoy a
Christmas that's almost too good to
be true and seem destined to live
happy lives in their near-paradise of a
·home.
Unexpectedly, the wonderful,
unreal · atmosphere of the film is
disrupted when Oscar takes ill during·
a rehearsal and dies soon after. Emilie
is consoled by and falls in love with
Bishop Vergerus, and Fanny and
Alexander are forced to leave their
happy lives when she marries the
Bishop.
The Bishop's family sharply contrasts with the Edkahl family. They
are petty and spiteful, harshly shaping the . children into what they
believe is best. The new house is
·anything but a home; compared_ to

the Ekdahl's home it's a grey, dead
prison. The Bishop attempts to teach
Alexander humility a~d honesty
through beating him, and only succeeds in setting off a disastrous chain
of events.
Fanny and Alexander
is a
memorable film. It works its way into
the mind and captures the imagination. When Alexander sees a marble
statue seemingly come to life, the audience wonders if it really did move,
and waits for it to happen again.
Alexander also sees his father after he
has died, and once more, it's fitting
to the mood,of the story and quite
b~lievable. Although the latter part
of the film lapses into symbolism and
mysticism, it loses none of its power
or high quality. The entire movie
plays strange tricks with one's emo.tions: first making the audience
laugh, then feel sad, and then feel
__
frightened.
· If you want to lose ourself for three
hours and enjoy what may be the best
·picture of the year, be sure to see
Fanny and Alexan'der. It is certain to
satisfy even the most hard-to-please
An uncertain Fanny (Pernllla Allwln) and Alexander (Bertll Guve) prepare to
viewer.
· meet their new stepfather In Fanny and Alexander.

Woody: Allen makes a· successfu·I comeback in· 'Zelig'
.people around him. Leavirig his
bl em. is .psychologi~al in nature, as
apariment and job, he begins to hob- · she attempts tQ cure Zelig and evennob with the important people of his
tually .becomes the romantic interest.
Zelig is Woody Allen's pseudo- time, i.e. the twenties and thirties.
Zelig is a definite upswing out of
. documentary of Leonard Zelig, the Eventually• he's caught and sent to Allen's recent film slump. He takes a
ultimate conformist ... It all begins. the psychiatric ward of a hospital. He more behind-the-scenes role even
rather innocently in high school ·promptly becomes a psychiatrist.
though he does play the title
.Y,.hen someone asks Zelig if-hets·read ......... u-1i 01 ·• , , . , • .... , •· '.f . "
• !lc.characte1<;::The :movie ·is done in-the
. -- ·.'.'Moby-Dick''. ·Emb~rra5sed·that·'1~ .. :i. ,_:Once in the hospital, a· team .of! Chariots of the Cods documentary
hasn't, he pretends he has. But this is
doctors analyze Zelig, all, of course, style. Using black 'and white film
only the first step down an· unusual
reaching drastically different conclu- clips and stills of Zelig in his various
road, as his obsessive desire to fit in·· . sio.ns, To confirm their suspicions, guises, A.lien so skillfully insinuates
develops into an ability to do so; He · · they subject the unfortunate Zelig to Zelig among such well-known people
~iterally becomes a human chameleon
a complete battery of tests, but to no as Al Capone, Calvin Coolidge, and
with the ability to alter his apavail.· Only Eudora Fletcher (played Adolf Hitler chat one feels tempted
'pearance and speech to match the
by Mia Farrow) realizes that the pro- to check the encyclopedia to see how
BY .MIKE O'NEILL
Entert1lnm1nt Critic

Outward Bound Is a shot of
high adventure In the wilderness.
And a lot more.
It's a trip that11 show you what .
_
you're.made of.
Y()u can discover you can do
almost anything you want-If you
try.
Our 3-week experience In selfconfidence sure Isn't easy. But It
might just last you the rest of your
life.

Name·
Street
Zip

State

City
School
Phone

Check the courses that Interest you.
Canoetnjl Desert expeditions_
White water
Wiiderness
. rafting
_
backpacking
'Salling_ ."
--'- Mountaineering

laund,.,..

CG,

... .. . Fllld PalntRd.
~

i

·No e.1eperlence neces~cl"!I·

·
~ Outward .Bciund adni1rs·s1udenrs Qfany
l se.1e. race: color and national or ethnic ·
.:i ·. ~~~ ~:~ ';.iea~:iT:crt' 0111an1zauon.

),

budget piece of trash
BY ALDO ALVAREZ

Getting it On is yet another dismal
comedy made-.on a cheap budget,
and capitalizing on the hormonal
rushes of teenagers; it's the same
.thing movies like Animal House,
Porky 's, Beach Girls, California
Dreamin, Hot Bubblegum, ad
nauseaum, have been doing all these
years.
Yes, it may "be funny, but the
theme has been overdone and for the
trained eye this movie is a piece of
garbage. There's virtually no inten·
tion of having a plot, except showing
how kids can get into mischief and
not always get away with it.
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Another, more humorous example is
when Zelig joins the Nazi Party in
Ger'!lany and ends up on stage with
Hitler, drawn to Fascism for the
security it provides.
Zelig is temporarily cured by Flet·
cher, but his recovery is cut short
when the consequences of his former
life catch up with him. Apparently,
under various adopted personas,
Zelig has married several women,
fathered more children, and even
tried to. paint a house. The house is
his greatest failure. Public sentiment
runs against him and Zelig cracks
under the pressure.

'Getting It On' is a low

·Entert1lnment Critic

Your flnt cballea&e: aead for
full lnformetlon;

Outwn

such a person could l1e overlooked.
(He's not in it.) Allen's insightful
humor is apparent throughout the
film despite Zelig himself having
relatively few· lines.
Zelig feels the need to fit in· as we
all do, but so acutely that he develops
a mechanism that allows him to con.form· physically: Allen presents· the
problem with fitting in too much:
the loss of one's own personality.
This is most apparent when Zelig's
sister and her lover put him .on
display; during the quiet moments of
the tour, it becomes obvious that he
has l:)ecome merely a husk of a man.

The "plot" ·centers. around
14-year-old Alex, a peeping'tom who
decides to use technology to make
· money with his snooping. Alex,
while spying .on his new next-door
neighbor, falls in love with her and
tries to ''get her" throughout the
movie. Meanwhile, his best friend,
~ho is even more sex-crazed than he
is, gets into trouble and is about to be

expelled from .school.by the villainous
principal, father of his brother's girlfriend. The resfof the plot is how they
get into trouble, out of trouble, and
so on, and so on, and so on.
From a technical point of view
Getting it On looks like it was made
with a Super-8 camera, unprofessional lighting, and a total disregard
for cinematic style. It's filmed like a
homemade TV show.
The acting is below average, to be
generous. The kid who plays Alex
gives a shamelessly underacted performance,. while the characterization
of his best friend is one of the most
blatantly overacted performances
since Richard Burton in Exom~l"I II:
the Heretic. The other performers
aren't-Oscar material either.
At least the script· is funny a1
times, and if you ignort· everything
. else you ·may enjoy the movie.
But if you want a good rnmedy.
paired with good acting. and
cinemat!c technique, perish tht·
thought of Gelling ii On.

.,. .....

Toronw. tht rtmC'ri1y of your slanderous anack upon
m\' orhrrwist impc',·cablC' basC"ball grnius ~as raistd my
"'r.;i1h 111 om in.,:.111:.ihlt dt'J::fC'('. So ll"t it br known 1ha1 any
plra for m<r<y will be hrartily laughtd ar. Br<nly.

Do« BP rtally ba1 from bo1h th< righ1 and 1ht ltf1?
Amazing!
·
Michdlt B. - Congrats on finding a REAL man!
Wdcom< all n<111 Th<1a Phi's!
Tricia M. is J hot mama.
TKO - -pitas< don't bO mad if I apply for 1ht Da1ing ·
'Gamt. MAF
Clair< - Wtrt you a linlt rarly on F1iday?

Clair< - Run in10 any lumbe1jacks la1dy?
Thrta Phi panirs with 'J(, Rock! But whtrc?
Ernif' and undrrwcar arr rrunired. Thr happy couple is'
now honeymooning in Florida!
CJairr - is tht' man on tht" horsr jumping over· rhc
frncr? Or is rhr horse on a stick jumping over a man?
Or ... ?
Stop r~ding thr Postscripts and tur.n to page onr ...
Linda's looking for an affair in someone's bathtub!

Btrt, Thanks for making Homtcoming 1983 so sptcial.
h was crrrainly a night ro remember! Love, "·10"
Yo, Kacy! Will ii be Cha1tau Briand or Mishtlobe Lil
from KrogErs 1his wttktnd? Or how abou1 ti grapt·o's
and candy-o's? I lik• bastball hats btittr 1han pink
swear bands? GG
Th< Phan1om Quack is looking for a f<W good cltrics 10
. play D and D wirh.
Scienrc majors! Stan your own frat. and sorority! Be.the
Alpha Paniclts!
·
I'm 1tlling you, pag< ont.is rtally in1tmiingl!
WHAT'S A QUANTUM BIRDMAN??? Signed. Tht
Phan1om Quark
Brenly Powtr!!!!!!!!
"In mrospt<1 of all th< 1iuly grra1 bastball managtrs,
Brtnly tffulgtndy Slands ou1 as 1h• vtiy best." Sports
llluma1td.
Nevtr tat anything biggtr than your face.

Thanx Muchly again. Ed.
Anycime, anytime.
Is thtre Jife afrer Cincinnari tap water? Signed, A concerned Mutant.

Tht Phamom Quack is looking for 1ht guys who had 1ht
Police· pcririon going. Where arc .you???
Why tal rtali1y whtn I can havt Playdoh? Tht Mu1an1
again.
Tom, I think I'm in love! Sue .
. Dan, 20 BIG onts! Wow - Happy, Happy Binhday!!!
Do "unman" men do great jellyfish imitations!?!?!?
GEl OUT!!! ITM t••% ??! oodl« of love. SPAZ
''Jenn·y and Lucie or Lucie and Jenny" (inter·
changrable. or courst? and Jimbo - "h's a lob ..•and a
relay. l'ts over th~ net!. .. A SPIKE! and ... it's going, going, gont ... olvtr 1ht 'ltfl fitld bleachtrs • A ·HOME
RUN!!! and rhc home town crowd is going CRAZY!!!
Wimbledon - here we come! (How's 'bout an instant
replay somcrime soon?) Love, SPAZ.
Why docs Bob 8. wanr student input? What is student
input?

Good luck with iht infla1abk shttp, Tom! Do 1hey
caich bastballs lik< 1ht Elks do?
Cosmic infinity and W-partides with a bowl of hotbuuercd ~pcorn. Sounds good to me

OD. Wha1'sa B<na fish and why does it blow bubblos???
Jenniftr! Always rcmembtr 1his philosophr. of Life:
"Forgotten purses are always ro }>(' rerrievcd by their
owner- NOT by their owner's roommate. ''~(aagh!)
valuabl< advict. SPAZ OUT! Lovt ya, KARIN
Robt'rt, How "yummy" is a Summer?!? - Bcu:ha can't
guess wh~!
BLOB! HA VE THE BERRY, BERRY BESTEST BIRTH· DAY EVER! Happy 2151. Lovt ya! SPAZ
It's jun a littl< red fish and ii lik<S to blow bubbles
when it's um, excited ...
Thtrt's nothing quite likt postscriptal philosophy, is
1here, Ed?
No! And stop calling me Ed!!!
h would be c:asitr to find
with ...

;i

few good derics to drink

Thanks to everyone w~o helped me with my sexual fantasy ...

B.l.L.Y.M.
Nted a job? Call Job Lisi, Inc. - 751·7200
"Quit moving so fast!" JSO secs in fast motion on
Sa1urdays. (h it bci.:au~c of the fish?)
Bobzy. Stop rhrowing pretzels! You'll mess up the
. room, and someone's gonna be REAL mad.
Hurry! Get out of here:! She may get the coupon book.
our. (I don't know wha1 you mean.)
We hear the blond cutie on Ground-South Brock is one
· 1>lented singer. Wt'll soon s<e. Good luck, you All·
American Kid.
You have
bushes.

10
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be pleased with chose Herald Bouse

Even if it's an qcean away Squcczin!

Lovin', Touchin',

Tony B. -· Wilh all your sofiball, is my position in
danger? Your Shortstop.
JJ - There's some things I never joke about.

Busintss Manager - Stll, sdl, sdl! (illy pmonal profii
morif)
Alf Paris needs is one reall>· good man.
Coach - It's a long stretch; but can I have the next
dance?
Want to know Paris? Tour by "postcarte!" Lisa Kern,
214 Raspail. 75014 Paris, France. Guaramttd good
rime!
·

l"t1 s play ''francs." (Quarters are scarce!)
1

Wanted: S11per guy, exquisitC tast_e·in musiqu"e, sports
fanatic, Spanish Uniequired, must have passport and
will travel.
·
·
·
Claire - Meici lkaucoUp and enormcment pour la .
glact! Your'rt a 1iut ,,,,,;,and I ow• you 3 dips!' USA

'104t Srf'!llr._.

Chris B. - lase ytar's labbit -Ii pink powtrful tn· ·.... Otar Marja - Whal abou1 birlh'Conirol? YourliiiSc '
·core? Don't put your FrenCh away! Love from Paris!!!
band?
.
Lisa - . Who is lha1 dashing,. dtbonair, i1rtsiS1ablt
Pi Alpha Phi ·- Rush Wetk btgins 10/ 16. e. 1htr< Aloha. ·
·
Bwintss Managtr?
Missy - Miuing 1he good ol' nows?
Tht11 Phi Alpha - ll<watt of your undcrwtar. Yoda. .
Cinciriniri's funniest new1pape1. ''The .Cincinnati Jn·
quir<r. ''Now availablt in 1ht XU Booknor<.

.

'.Brillo Nest, ash~~-; day kC.ps S o'.clotk shadow away!
He made me weep: 'coi he's lovin', touchin', squeezing·
anolhtr. . . .
.
Honey, I know ch• fttling.
-I_be_l..;.itv_•_w-ha-,-,.-.-ac-h-ic-ve~w-il_l_soo_n_be_l_c~-,-be-h_i_n_d-.-

YO - 1600 and 160Z. WHAT A PARlY!!!

You have 1o be cNtl 10,be kind; ri1h1?

Sex, drug•, and packed wi1h Ii...."Th• Cincinna1i. In·
quirer."
Unemploymcn1 lints al Music Hall's mirooms ... grass
11ains .. motha chip ...

Biuntllts have MORE fun! Commu1trs do ii BETl'ER!
Lucic, Ont 1hing leads 10 anodier.

O.K., Todd and Rogtr, in unison:. BLAGHAHGH.
Your ralphing liuddy, Tim.

_o_h_!_Js_i_h_ai_h_o_w_·_i•...,wo,,.._r_b_?-:--.,.-.,.-.,-,.-.,.---Wha1 am I gonna do? l'm.hoptlmly in love.·

Marci - I had 10 laugh. Dt Gophtr

Juli< - You can rtad chest ntxi wttk. ·

Luci< P. - Htlp mt. I'm huning badly: ..
Amy K. - h was grtal ialking 10 you Sa1urday nigh1.
Wt should cha1 molt ofttn. Cap1ain C.
Thtia Phi Alpha' - in ref. 10 waiching our undtrwtar
- We have more fun watching your undrrw"ear. Pi
Alpha Phi.
Tht1a Phi Alpha wtars alliga1or undtrwtar. Ask 1htm 10
. show you. Wt did.
Macia - leavt some food for evtiyon< tlso. You 100,
Carol.
Michtllc. - Do you always sh in 1h• laps of suang<
mtn?
Th• inchworm gr<111. Ht's now a yardS1ick. Michtllt,
care ro Stt?

,Grandpa and Grandma - Old Folks Fortvtr.
Kartn and Mtlissa - Slop clowning around. Mikt.

'

. Thttt is jun Sonmhing abou1 Him ...

Did you order 1ht Rtuben Cabtrnt1? Tht wh11? Tht ttd
wine. Oh! Of course.
Rog, ae1 lik• I'm hun. Chicks will dig mt.

Th< Gr<iwt is back! Tht Grtiw• is back!.

'

A fa1• wone·than dcaih. LU1en,:1 have been 1hroligh· it
myself sevcral·1iin., and il's jwt a loss of sani1y. You·
. havt 10 pull younelf 1ogt1her, I'm celling you: No man
is wotth 1ha1 kind of anguish .. ll<lic¥t mt.

(sig~)

··"

· · ·· · ·

""

~· ready .Slhl draf1•rs ... ::
3 chttrs.for lhe Sn11lditahawltst

ZOm fortvet!
Happy Binhday, Miri•!! ! I am suro - you art sooo
was1ed! Mr. Buffalo, i.•• Haiiy, eagerly awailS your ?f·
rival 1omonow. Bui, pray 1•11; do 1iy 10·mainiain a liule
composurt. Don't be a spaz. Luv ya, Lis:
Spaz pauol arrives Friday Nigh~ Wtlcome lttny, Jen·
ny; Pacey, Sheri; Pam, and Bridgen•. You can hav< 1h<

Oooi!

·'

.

·Mon' (lier - I know how you fttl. Th• baby rtally am
up ·at chis time. Maybe you'll give bitth 10 giant
French fiy. ·
...
·

a

. Mariccllcd wanrli party wich YOU! Melissa
DRS: Att' you nill miding chis? MAR

More next week.

JT - Tim htals all wi>unds ... u•ually.

L, ), and K - Oh, y<ah! You hav< foul minds indttd.
The accused Fish monger,

Yts,' and time wounds' all heels, ft'tttie,' allhough I
know it's jun a cold comfon to· you right now.

for a fun and fr« da1t: be a conits1an1 in 1h• da1ing
gamt., Applica1ions availablt in SAC Offict - DUE

You know, you ttally shouldn'1 look.al you• •cudtnrs
likt 1ha1. ..

Lucie, The party's over.·
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Luci<, Don'1 look back .. :

Mak• ii wilh wool!

Art 1ht Ciunchits r.ady for anoihtr pany?

Karen Ann - go1 your m<5'q<. Af1er chis wtek I'll be
around a li>1 more of1cn: T<SIS, you know. Angi<

Midnigh1 Masson Sa1urday, Oe1. 8 beginning a11ht Al·
ltr Hall archts and proc<ssing to ll<llarmin< Chapd.
Ivan 1ht Ttrriblt: Thtr<'ilft 01htr "Sinbads" iri 1ht
sea!!!
JT - Thert's lif• beyond "Milltr" 1imt.
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Nancy - 100 bad you didn'1 go wi1h us 10 Rigby'• Fri·
day nigh1 ... You can metl Gary 5oon: .. A..
·

Ignore all of 1he ·above and 1urn 10 pagt 1. . . .

Maurice, Help younelf io my love! Kashif(P/P)
Lady Di: .I borrowtd chc ligh1 of your lift bu1 he'll bt
back 10 ligh1 your fire,. ·
·
·

S.naio1 C. ..:.. lsn'1 ii be11<i 10 have lovtd and los11han
Thank you, SGA, for a grtat year. I'll nevtr forg<t wha1 . " 10 never havt loved •• all?
ii was like bein1 a S.na1or. I'll miss ii. GoOd luck 10 all .
Anna - How did you enjoy Saiurday? No1hing lik• a
Angi• Souza.
.... · ·
nil< on. Tulsa, huh?!
;.,"
·
·

